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the three-state Potts model, one for 2 . 2 * s p < - and the other

for 1 < p< 13/3. There is a fixed-point runaway for the first

one when p<2.2~ and for the second when p > 13/3, which are

interpreted as the usual first-order transitions. For the

indicated ranges of p the transitions are of first order near

a spinodal point, with uniaxial ordering in the first case and

transverse ordering in the second. Critical exponents that could

describe the approach to the spinodal points are explicitly

calculated.
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Random Ising Model with Long-Range Interactions*'*'

Alba Theumann

The critical properties of a random Ising model with

long-range isotropic interactions decaying as R~'d+CF' are

analysed by using renormalisation group methods in an expansion

in e' * 2o-d, where d is the dimensionality. For e1 > 0 the

critical behaviour is described by a stable fixed point 0(/e')

in tbe physical region of parameter space. The crossover to

short-range behaviour is analysed and takes place when o = 2+E/106,

e = 4-d>0. There is then a small region 0 < o - 2 < 0 ( c ) where the

system is still dominated by long-range behaviour. The results
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for d = 1 are compared with those obtained previously for the

random hierarchical model and it is found that the two models

do not show the sane critical behaviour in the E 1 expansion.

* J. Phys. A: Math. Gen. U (1981) 2759-2765.
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Symmetry Breaking in Potts <fr3 Field Theory.

Crossover in Random Ferromagnets* +

Alba Theumann and W.K. Theumann

We investigate the effects of quadratic and trilinear

symmetry breaking in a $3 field theory for the (n+1)-state Potts

model by means of renormalized perturbation theory to one-loop

order in dimension d = 6 - e. For n + 1 = 2 m the break in

quadratic symmetry splits the field into m critical and n-m

non-critical components, and we allow for three trilinear

couplings v, w, z between different field components. In the

limit n = m = 0 the Hamiltonian represents a bond-diluted Ising

ferromagnet near the percolation threshold with anisotropy

parameters m = e" and critical mass t = P C C O - p, where

T is the absolute temperature, p the concentration of occupied

bonds, and p c(T) a point on the critical line. We find that

for any nonzero quadratic anisotropy there a^e only nonsyrametric

trilinear fixed-point (FP) couplings v*(í), w*(í), z*(ükü =m/< and *

is a scale parameter. The multicritical percolation point


